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Friday - January 4, 2019 - 7:00 pm
Led by Rabbi Reznick

Oneg Shabbat following the service hosted by Cherrie & Ron Lubey

Saturday - January 5, 2019

Torah Study led by Rabbi Reznick - 9:15 to 9:45am

SHABBAT MORNING SERVICE AT 10:00 A.M.

Led by Rabbi Reznick
- Exodus 6:2 - 9:35
Parashat Vaera Haftarah - Ezekiel 28:25 - 29:21
Kiddush following the Service

Friday - January 11, 2019 - 7:00 pm

Led by Rabbi Reznick and Cantor Bern-Vogel
Oneg Shabbat following the service

Saturday - January 12, 2019

Torah Study led by Rabbi Reznick- 9:15 to 9:45am

SHABBAT MORNING SERVICE AT 10:00 AM

Led by Rabbi Reznick and Cantor Bern-Vogel
- Exodus 10:1 - 13:16
Parashat Bo Haftarah - Jeremiah 46:13 - 46:28

Kiddush Following the Service

Friday - January 18, 2019 - 7:00 pm
SHABBAT SHIRA AND CHOIR SHABBAT

Led by Rabbi Reznick and Cantor Bern-Vogel

Oneg Shabbat following the service hosted by Barb Smith & Lori Fenster

Saturday - January 19, 2019

Torah Study led by Rabbi Reznick - 9:15 to 9:45 am

SHABBAT MORNING SERVICE AT 10:00 AM

Led by Rabbi Reznick and Cantor Bern-Vogel
- Exodus 13:17 - 17:16
Parashat Beshalach Haftarah - Judges 4:4 - 5:31
Kiddush Following the Service

Friday - January 25, 2019
Tot Shabbat 6:00 pm
Shabbat Services - 7:00 pm
Led by Rabbi Reznick

Oneg Shabbat following the service hosted by Lisa & Joel Feinstein in honor of Gideon’s birthday

Saturday - January 26, 2019

Torah Study led by Rabbi Reznick - 9:15 to 9:45 am

SHABBAT MORNING SERVICE AT 10:00 AM

Led by Rabbi Reznick
-Exodus 1:1 - 6:1
Parashat Yitro Haftarah - Isaiah 6:1 - 7:6; 9:5 - 9:6
Kiddush following the Service

Upcoming Office Closures

The temple office will be closed on Tuesday, January 1, 2019 and
January 21, 2019 for the New Year’s and Martin Luther King Day holidays.
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In this secular New Year, I wish you much positive change. In the year ahead, we at Emanu El
are bringing you more opportunities to engage in personal and spiritual growth. We’re excited to
offer you a series of wellnesss themed shabbatot, where we will invite wellness professionals to
teach us how to care for our body, mind and spirit. We will be starting a new Women’s Torah
Study group once a month, and we are beginning a Women’s Spiritual Circle. We will be
experimenting with different forms of Shabbat worship, and we will be starting a series of
Interfaith Family gatherings. We will also start up the Tribe, a young adults small group, and be
offering social gatherings for our young adults, young families and teens.
So, as thoughts turn to new beginnings and change, we hope you will find renewal,
rededication and growth of mind and spirit at Congregation Emanu El. We also hope that your
relationship with your community and the members in it deepens as we offer you more opportunities to connect and create
community.
It is Torah that points us towards change as we move from the end of the Book of Genesis into the Book of Exodus.
Parshat Vayechi, the final portion in the book of Genesis is a hefty one in which Jacob finally dies and blesses Joseph and
his sons, Ephraim and Menashe.
What we become in life is always a result of our choices. In the Joseph narrative, what Joseph became was strong and
powerful and able to forgive his brothers’ crime against him and change for the better. This choice led him to reconnect
with his brothers and father, and to meet his grandsons. Rabbi Jonathan Sacks teaches in his commentary on Parshat
Vayechi that “We can only change the world if we can change ourselves. That is why the book of Genesis ends with the
story of Joseph and his brothers. Jacob is charged with the task of transforming the moral vision of mankind, but he can
only do so if individual Jews, of whom the forerunners were Jacob’s children, are capable of changing themselves.”
Rabbi Sacks reminds us that teshuva, repentance, brings us freedom and change allows us to create new concepts for
ourselves. In the past five years Congregation Emanu El has experienced many changes. We hope, that like Joseph, these
changes can lead us to discovering our best selves.
We hope to create new strengthened communities within Congregation Emanu El and to expand what we have to offer
you and your families. Our goal is to engage as many of you as possible in living your best Jewish life in 2019. As we work
together to provide a series of spiritual, secular, cultural and social justice opportunities for you and family to engage in
your Jewish identity.
Together we can create the community that you desire. May this New Year bring positive change for all of us. This year
how about making a new year’s resolution to participate and help create the Jewish community you so crave.
B’Shalom,

Rabbi Lindy Reznick

The Exodus from Egypt occurs in every human being,
in every era, in every year and in every day.
Rabbi Nachman of Breslov

Happy New Year!! How lucky we are in our Jewish tradition that we get to celebrate not one,
not two, but a host of New Years, not to mention new months! At the start of each new Hebrew
month - Rosh Chodesh – we welcome the new moon and pray for goodness and blessings, long
life, peace and prosperity.
Rosh Hashanah, our spiritual new year, provides not only a personal but communal opportunity to
reframe our attitudes, review our behaviors and renew our hopes and dreams as we pause to
meditate on the year we left behind.
This month, we celebrate Tu B’shvat, the New Year of the Trees, a beautiful opportunity to teach appreciation and
awareness of the environment, our one and only [currently] inhabitable planet, which so desperately needs our nurturing and
protection. And as we welcome the secular New Year of 2019, we also offer prayers for the new Hebrew month of Shevat.
May these ‘bentsch-marks’ give each of us the opportunity to work toward a revitalization of our goals with the
reminder that while it is never easy, it is possible to change old habits.
Finally, on the third Friday of this month, we will be celebrating Shabbat Shirah, the ‘Sabbath of Song’ – which takes
its name from the celebratory Torah portion ‘Beshalach’ – the Exodus from Egypt and the crossing of the Red Sea! In the
spirit of this Jewish music month, let me conclude with the inspirational Rabbi Nachman of Breslov:
Get into the habit of singing a tune. It will give you new life and fill you with joy.
Get into the habit of dancing. It will displace depression and dispel hardship.
Happy New Year from our House to Yours!,

Cantor Jennifer Bern-Vogel
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On Sunday, December 9, we
gathered
to
light
a
Community
Menorah in
Downtown
Redlands.
Members of Congregation
Emanu El, along with those
from
our
interfaith
community, marked the first
and historic moment such an
event has happened in our
town. Rabbi Reznick worked with the city of
Redlands and Mayor Paul Foster to arrange this most
memorable event. As we lit all eight candles of our
Menorah, which was so beautifully crafted by Robert
O’Rourke, the one hundred or so present lit their own
individual Menorahs. The light of the candles shone
in a glow and warmth that was felt far and wide. I
look forward to this being an annual tradition for our
community as we continue to be good neighbors with
the city of Redlands and our interfaith brothers and
sisters.
Our new and improved camera surveillance
system is now installed and working well.
Twenty-two High Resolution/4k cameras are now
trained on every corner of our synagogue both inside
and out. This will allow staff and local law
enforcement to better monitor every corner of our
Temple, both day and night. Thank you to member
Phil Holder who coordinated this project, and those
Congregants who generously donated to our Temple
Security Fund which will help offset the
eight-thousand dollar cost.
I am also pleased to tell you about the start of a
very ambitious project nearly two and a half years in
the making; one which will allow us the opportunity
to complete the northern facing section of our
Temple campus. The project calls for a Biblical
Garden along with an outdoor Gallery where a
variety of presentations and celebrations will take
place when completed. This is a joint project
between Congregation Emanu El and the Jewish
National Fund (JNF).
The JNF is allocating a
portion of funds from the estate of John and Dora
Boruchin who were long-time residents of the Inland
Empire and great supporters of Israel. Several years
ago the Boruchins bestowed their vast estate to the
JNF. Long-time congregant and Attorney, Paul
Shimoff, who represented the Boruchins, was
instrumental in his appeal to JNF that a portion of the
Boruchin estate be reallocated to Congregation
Emanu El and the local Jewish community.
It’s been my honor to have worked alongside Paul
to help make this project a reality. Along with
additional fundraising, these dollars will finance this
project which will focus on education and
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scholarships championing the vitality and survival of
Israel. This stands to be a tremendous asset for our
Congregation that will improve the aesthetics and
functionality of our Synagogue while also creating
opportunities for the larger Southern California
community to visit our Temple and sample the
various lectures and educational opportunities which
will be planned.
We owe our deepest appreciation and gratitude to
Paul Shimoff for his tireless work these past two and
a half years to bring this wonderful opportunity to
Congregation Emanu El.
What a great way to begin 2019 as our Jewish
community continues on its forward path to growth,
prosperity and a bright new day.
Happy 2019 to all!

Greg Weissman

Happy New Year! I hope
that you had a safe, peaceful and
meaningful holiday season.
The financial health of the
Congregation has not changed
radically over the last several
months. As I write this column
there are several weeks left in
2018 and hopefully the Congregation will receive
many generous year end donations from our
wonderful members! I plan on presenting a mid-year
income statement in the February bulletin.
Please support the fundraisers that will be
happening at CEE in the next several months. And as
always – any financial support you can give to your
Congregations is greatly appreciated.
Shalom,

Kathy Rosenfeld

Temple Board of Directors Meeting
January 17, 2019, 7:00 pm
Members of the congregation
are always welcome.

_____________________________

Sisterhood Board Meeting
Sunday, January 6, 2019, 10:00 a.m.
All Sisterhood Members are welcome
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As this is being written the
Sisterhood Nominating Committee
is meeting to develop a board of
directors to lead our organization for
2019-2020.
We have already
received commitments from several
people to join us. You can imagine
that I am extremely gratified that
there are women who wish to
continue and build upon the work that the current board
has done the past two years and the tradition of support
for Congregation Emanu El. Every social program,
holiday dinner, and religious celebration we undertake
is for the benefit of members of Congregation Emanu
El, the larger Jewish community and its friends. Our
fund raising efforts support Congregation Emanu El, its
School for Jewish Living and the national and
international programs of the Women of Reform
Judaism. I would love to welcome new women to the
Sisterhood board. If you would like to explore
volunteering with Sisterhood, please give me a call
(714-813-1792 or 909-864-2655) or send an email
(lhsoltz@gmail.com). I promise you will find our board
full of bright, energetic women, and we can assure you
that your efforts will give you joy in knowing you have
advanced the cause of Am Yisroel.
At this moment we need help with the role of Oneg
Shabbat coordinator. It is a custom at Congregation
Emanu El to have a social hour following services each
Friday night. Every week one or two families host the
oneg following Shabbat services. An oneg may be
hosted for a special event, such as a birthday or
anniversary, or simply to do the mitzvah. Maria Vallejo
is in the kitchen Friday nights to set up and clean up,
but the hosts provide the refreshments. If you and your
family would like to participate, we would be most
grateful, but we also need a coordinator to keep track of
which dates are spoken for. In order to host, contact me
or Judy Filsinger in the temple office. If you can
undertake this important task, please call me.
Our January mini program, Stories From Our
Traditions, will be held on Sunday, January 13 in the
social hall from 2 until 4 pm. We’ll be sharing stories
from various religious traditions and discussing
responses. Again we will have guests from other faiths
as we celebrate our commonalities. This is a
Sisterhood event, so of course refreshments will be
served, and there will be no charge. Everyone is
invited.
We are planning a blow out Casino Royale evening
on Saturday, January 26 from 6 p.m.
Play, stay and enjoy. Advance tickets are $36 per
person ($40 at the door) and includes dinner, gaming
money, soft drinks and one drink ticket. Bring your
friends, we always have a good time.
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This year we have begun to form a Bikkur Cholim
Committee. We aim to support and comfort those in
the community who are ill, homebound, or isolated. We
are in the process of developing a program, lead by
Kathy Trainor. A few people have expressed interest
and the more participants we have, the more we could
do. If you have time to donate to this mitzvah, let me
know and I will pass your information to Kathy.
On behalf of the Sisterhood Board of Directors and
their families, to all members of Congregation Emanu
El, their neighbors and friends, I wish you Happy New
Year and a year of peace, health and prosperity
throughout 2019.

Leslie Soltz

President, Sisterhood

Shalom Chaverim!
The School for Jewish Living
had a wonderful December. We
made lovely Chanukah crafts,
collected enough items to create 25
hygiene bags donated to homeless
veterans, and collected all the gifts
we needed for our adopted refugee
family. I wanted to thank those of you who supported
the school at our Barnes and Noble book fair! We had a
great time at this event and raised money that will go
towards items we need for our students.
Looking ahead, we will come back from winter
break on January 6th. During January The School for
Jewish Living will go on a field trip to Garden Works to
celebrate Tu B’Shevat as well as planting parsley in
preparation of Pesach and joining together for a Tu
B’Shevat Seder. We will have a dine out fundraiser at
Panera on January 27th from 4-8pm - please grab some
delicious food and help our school in the process!
Thanks so much for your support and I look forward to
another engaging month.

L’Shalom,

Jillian Snyder

Director of Education & Youth
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Mental Health Awareness in Action
FORTUNE 500 CEO MAKES EMPLOYEE MENTAL
HEALTH A PRIORITY
Mental Health Awareness In Action, CEE’s social
action program to normalize mental illness, is starting the
new secular year with some welcome news.
Cisco Systems CEO, Chuck Robbins is making mental
health a priority to reduce stigma among his 75,000
employees.
Cisco develops, manufactures and sells
high-technology services and products in Silicon Valley.
Robbins became aware of the silent suffering surrounding
mental illness early last year when an executive confided
in him about a family member who was struggling and
potentially suicidal.
"I wanted to help, and in that process it became clear to
me that this is a terrible situation and I really sensed the
desperation that people feel," Robbins said.
Sadly, the shocking suicides of Kate Spade and
Anthony Bourdain a few months later spurred Robbins to
action, by address mental illness head-on with his
employees. Robbins wrote an email and sent it to Cisco’s
almost 75,000 employees with the subject line “Making
Mental Health a Priority.” “In light of recent tragedies, I
want to talk about the importance of metnal health.”
Robbins’ email went on, “We all know friends, family,
and coworkers battling mental health conditions, or maybe
you're going through your own struggles. He encouraged
employees to "talk openly and extend compassion," he
asked that they "have each other's backs," and told them
that professional support is available."
Because of the silence around mental illness, Robbins
didn't know if employees would be willing to open up
about sensitive topics like depression and suicide. There
was the risk that some might view it as an executive
overstepping his bounds into their personal lives and
others might wonder if they would face retribution now or
in the future. Robbins had no idea what was about to
happen. More than 100 employees responded to his note
within days, some sharing in painful detail their own
personal struggles.
One employee responded, “I had never received an
email like that before or heard anyone talk about mental
health anywhere I've worked. It was a relief that someone
was making it OK. He swung open a door.”
For five years Congregation Emanu El has been
swinging open the door to talk about mental health in our
community. As 2019 begins we are encouraged by the
enlightenment at Cisco Systems and feel affirmed that our
energy is well placed in making it OK to talk about mental
illness in the synagogue and beyond.

BREAK THE SILENCE!!!
of mental illness and loneliness
Listen without judgment
SPEAK UP - We break the stigma by sharing
what we truly feel inside with a trusted
friend
LISTEN WITH AN OPEN HEART - We
break the stigma by truly hearing without
judging what another dares to share

We note with sorrow the recent death of
Dave Sweet
He is predeceased by his wives
Zelda and Gladyce
and survived by his wife Helene, three sons,
six grandchildren and their spouses
including Francesca and Stuart Sweet,
five great-grandchildren
and his former daughter-in-law Phyllis Sweet
May the memories of the righteous
be for a blessing

Heidi Nimmo and Nancy Sidhu
Co-Chairs, Mental Health Awareness In Action
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6:30-8:00 p.m.
Raynes Learning
Center

Wednesday,
Wednesday,
Wednesday,
Wednesday,

January
January
January
January

9th - Jewish Calendar
16th - Jewish Calendar
23rd - Jewish Calendar
30th - Jewish Calendar

SCHOOL FOR JEWISH LIVING

Sunday, January 27th
from 4-8pm.
Panera - Redlands
Bring the flyer (available at the
temple) and a percentage of your
purchase will be donated to the SJL

Mark your calendar
Rabbi Reznick will be participating in
an Anti-Semitism panel at the
University of Redlands
Thursday, January 24th
Call temple office for more details

SISTE R H O O D C A S I N O N I G H T 2 0 19

Congregation Emanu El 1495 Ford St, Redlands
Doors open at 6PM • Play, Stay, and Enjoy Until 10PM

General Entrance $36

Ace Sponsor $150

includes dinner for one, $200 gaming, 1 drink ticket and 1 raffle ticket

includes dinner for two, $1000 in gaming, 2 drink tickets, 4 raffle tickets
and name or logo on thank you poster and in bulletin.

Two Pair Sponsor $360

Full House Sponsor $500

includes dinner for four, $2,400 gaming , 4 drink tickets, 4 raffle tickets,
name or logo on thank you poster and in bulletin

includes dinner for five, $3,000 gaming, 5 drink tickets, 10 raffle tickets,
name or logo on thank you poster, in bulletin and on a small gaming table

Royal Flush Sponsor $800

includes dinner for eight at a reserved table with your logo, $5,000 in gaming, 8 drink tickets, 16 raffle tickets,
name or logo on thank you poster, in bulletin, on craps or roulette table.

Early bird paid reservations received by January 11 will receive extra gaming $!
All paid reservations must be received by January 23, after which tickets will be available at $40 per person.
Please mail or drop of your check to the temple office, payable to
“Sisterhood”, before January 11th for early bird reservations.

Meet Nelda Stuck, 40 year
resident, local legend and author
who retired from 22 years as
Community and Art editor
of the Redlands Daily Facts.
Join us to learn more about her
many accomplishments
in Redlands.

Wednesday,
January 16th
at 11:45am
at
Congregation Emanu El
Reservations must be made by
Monday, January 14th by calling or
emailing the Temple
(909) 307-0400
Email: CEE@EMANUELSB.ORG.
Cost for the luncheon and program
is $10 per person.

Join your fellow women and be uplifted...

Women's Torah Study begins
January 10
with six monthly classes
The first class will be held at the
Rosenfeld home at 11800 Callaway
Court in Yucaipa

$36 for six sessions

plus the cost of
The Torah: A Women's
Commentary

(available at the CEE Gift Shop)

RSVP NOW to the temple office or email
cee@emanuelsb.org

We rejoice with those whose birthdays occur in January and wish them a Mazal Tov:
1-January Leon Schwartz
3-January Howard Sukenik
5-January Cherrie Lubey
7-January Lawrence Raphael
8-January Karen Levine
9-January Eric Beasley
11-January Emma Lehmann (17 years old)
13-January Howard Snyder
14-January Daniel Uffer
15-January Jordaniel Wolk
16-January Judith Charlick
17-January Habtnesh Ezra

20-January Anna Boatman
21-January Jeanne Raynes
21-January Debra Holder
22-January Stuart Sweet
23-January Gideon Feinstein (16 years old)
25-January Laurel Hepner
27-January Melvin Eirew
27-January James Knox
28-January Scott Wilkie
29-January Robert Gross
30-January Grace Lehmann
31-January Caleb Raynes (7 years old)

Grow a Leaf on Our
Simcha Tree
Do you have a special occasion to commemorate?
Anniversary? Bar/Bat Mitzvah? Birthday? Graduation?
Celebrate it with the entire
Congregation Emanu El community!
Purchase a leaf on our beautiful
Simcha Tree for your special occasion.
Call the temple office to order your leaf today!

We extend a hearty Mazal Tov to the following whose wedding anniversaries
occur in the month of January:
17-January - Kat & Howard Grossman
20-January - Leona Aronoff-Sadacca & Joseph Sadacca

We gratefully acknowledge these contributions to our various temple funds:
TEMPLE FUND
In observance of the Yahrzeits of…
Selma Plaut by Lewis Plaut
Sam Fox by Bertha Fox
Anna Lazar by Bertha Fox
Larry Schwartz by Pamela and Anthony Campbell
Matilda Siddel by Patricia Berger
Leon Arnold by Michelle Anctil and Judith Smith
Idelle Warsaw by Irving Warsaw
Richard Simon by Bonnie Konowitch
Isadore Press by Thelma Press and family
Morris Skolnek by Vickie and Steve Becker
Louis Singer by Joanne and Donald Singer
Gary Schwartz by Linda Ballard
Jean Moss by Annette and Lawrence Novack
Albert Weiss by Ellen Weiss
Norman Leviant by Ellen Weiss
Ruth Becker by Linda and Peter Rhein
William Becker by Linda and Peter Rhein
Lynne Wallach by Phyllis Sweet
Sol Wallach by Phyllis Sweet
Hal Herman by Harriet Herman
In appreciation of …
Stuart Sweet for devotion to CEE by Ethel McAfee
Judy Filsinger for all her efforts on behalf CEE by Ethel
McAfee
In memory of …
Alex Rudd by Leslie and Julian Levine
Alex Rudd by Michelle Anctil and Judith Smith
Alex Rudd by Ethel McAfee
Alex Rudd by Ellen Weiss
Alex Rudd by Marilyn and Lawrence Raphael
Marlene Becker Goldblum by Linda and Peter Rhein
Wendi Cherry by Linda and Peter Rhein
Ed Stein by Thelma Press and family
Ed Stein by Susan and Paul Shimoff
Max Hanover by Marsha and George Hanover
Dave Sweet by Vickie and Steve Becker
Burt Orland by Patricia, Roy and Conor Kristensen
Burt Orland by Bonnie and Bernie Goler
Burt Orland by Thelma Press and family
Burt Orland by Susan and Paul Shimoff
Burt Orland by Judith Machuca
Burt Orland by Ellen Weiss
Burt Orland by Marilyn and Lawrence Raphael
In honor of …
Phil Gold by Kathy and James Dexter
Thelma Press by Carol Prestoop

SISTERHOOD PULPIT FLOWER FUND
In observance of the Yahrzeits of…
Gary Schwartz by Linda Ballard
Alyce Sentob Friedenberg by Carl Mitchell
Jacqueline Russler by Libby Russler
Herman Roshwald by Stanley Roshwald
In memory of …
Alex Rudd by Ethel McAfee
In appreciation of …
Sisterhood for all you do for CEE by Ethel McAfee
CEMETARY FUND
For the yahrzeit of…
Aaron Miller by Judy and Morry Miller
Bob Kipper by Judy and Morry Miller
In honor of …
Thelma Press by Judy and Morry Miller
RABBI LINDY REZNICK’S DISCRETIONARY
FUND
In appreciation of …
Rabbi Lindy Reznick’s leadership and dedication to CEE
by Leone and Brad Hyman
Rabbi Lindy Reznick’s facilitation for Burt Orland’s
memorial service and funeral by Margie Orland
Rabbi Lindy Reznick’s inspiration and leadership by
Susan Damron and Richard Taylor
In honor of …
Rabbi Lindy Reznick by Heidi Nimmo and Jeffrey
Spears
CANTOR JENNIFER BERN-VOGEL’S
DISCRETIONARY FUND
In appreciation of …
Beth Chayim Chadashim BCC for Cantor’s concert
LANDSCAPE FUND
In memory of …
Burt Orland by Margie Orland
Dave Sweet by Michelle Anctil and Judith Smith
LIONEL HELLER MUSIC FUND
In appreciation of …
Jerry Ripley for providing the music for Burt Orland’s
funeral by Margie Orland

On occasions of joy or sorrow a contribution to one of our temple funds is always appropriate.
Contribution can be made to the following funds:
Home of Eternity Cemetery Fund
William Russler Memorial Archives Fund
Temple Fund
Mortgage Reduction Fund
Rabbi Reznick Discretionary Fund
Sisterhood Pulpit Flower Fund
Rabbi Cohn Discretionary Fund
Rabbi Hillel & Rita Cohn Campership Fund
Cantor Bern-Vogel Discretionary Fund
Lionel Heller Music Fund
Landscape Fund

The following Yahrzeits will be observed during the month of January: Those with a () are inscribed on the Wall
of Perpetual Memorial:
January 4-5
Harry Abber
Dan Bennell
Yetta Berman
Ethel Bittker
Esther Braviroff
Benjamin Braviroff
Helen Buchman
Ruth Comstock
Anne Cornell
Dorathy Eckstein
Madeline Finkle
Sophie Forman
Esther Fox
Henrietta Goodman
Lionel Heller
Henry Helman
Seymore Howard
William Katzman
Joel Kaufman
Louis Kitay
Bea Levenson
Percy Levenson
Norman Leviant
Shirley Levin
Ira Lewis
Morris Meyer
Jordan Patrovsky
Mickel Rappaport
Bernard Rest
Benjamin Rifkin
Guenther Rimbach
Dorothy Robin
Maurice Rogers
Abraham Rosenzweig
Herman Roshwald
Dr. Schachtel
Rose Schapiro
Joseph Schulman
Hyman Shane
Paula Silberman
Louis Singer
Sam Skadron
Morris Skolnek
Samuel Smith
Shirley Snofsky
Dora Snyder
Jess Speyer
Emma Strauss
Larry Swain
LeRoy Teeter
Lynne Wallach
Henry Weinberg
Lillie Weinberg
Bernice Weingarten
Harry Yaroslow
Hyman Zlatin
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January 11-12
Rita Albert
William Atlas
Benjamin Axelrod
Jack Blumberg
Elena Blumberg
Max Buchman
Audrey Chieffo
Jennie Davis
Gable Gorenberg
Mark Greenky
Faith Gross
Becky Hanover
Bessie Horwitz
Barbara Hurok
Kenneth Irom
Bess Jarson
Beatrice Kahn
Belle Kantor
Robert Kaufman
Florence Kristal
Arthur Krooth
Fannie Lapides
Bernice Lipsky
Fay Meyer
Curtiss Mueller
Roberta Nickerson
Joseph Olenick
David Paris
Barbara Parkin
Yetta Robbins
Al Robbins
Yetta Robbins
Herman Stein
Rose Stelzer
Joe Tishkoff
Saul Upin
Barnett Vaugall
Peter Virshup
Mildred Weiner

January 18-19
Rose Aronoff
Jennie Berman
Sadie Bresnick
Florence Connell
Lester Cooperberg
Michael Craely
James Darling
Joseph Erlanger
Marcia Frisch
Max Goodman
Isadore Greenwald
Rose Hankin
Erma Haydis
Rose Hirsch
Aurelian Iancu
Harold Kassel
Allen Kayrell
William Klein
Julius Kreger
Ralph Kress
Minnie Kritzer
Anne Lebowitz
Leah Levene
S. Harry Litsky
Tillie Lubey
Steven Lubey
Marian Marker
Rose Meyers
Walter Newberger
Joseph Persh
Katie Philipson
Yetta Picker
Jerome Plaut
Evelyn Raphael
 Elayne Raynes
Maysel Reyman
Georgia Richmond
Jennie Rothstein
Jenny Scher
Bessye Schulman
Ida Shapiro
Dorothy Sharelson
Samuel Snyder
Harriet Stein
Samuel Steinsapir
Jack Vaugall
David Walder
Shirley Weinstein
Esther Weitzman
Morris Williky
Charles Yelsa

January 25-26
Pearl Alexander
Samuel Arbeitsman
Evelyn Berger
Marianne Bern
Leonard Berry
Anna Blaiss
Samuel Blumenthal
Melvyn Carsman
Eve Charlick
Luella Cohen
Anna Cooperberg
Alan Eisner
Rhoda Fox
Natalie Gilbert
Lillian Gimble
Rose Goler
Samuel Hearsh
Stanley Helfman
Sylvia Irom
Annie Isenberg
Adam Kaufman
Gertrude Kerner
Betty Kress
Clara Leevan
Bettie McCarthy
William Pass
James Rosen
Louis Rosenberg
Lou Rosenberg
Hertzl Rubinstein
Lillian Schwartz
Elliot Slutsky
Rebecca Solter
Melvin Walder
Louis Warsaw
Jan Weinstein
Fannie Weisser
Nettie Winter
Sarah Zeller
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1495 Ford Street - Redlands CA 92373
(909)307-0400
www.emanuelsb.org email:cee@emanuelsb.org

LINDY REZNICK - RABBI - (909) 307-0400 ext 1000 - rabbireznick@emanuelsb.org
JENNIFER BERN-VOGEL - CANTOR - (909) 307-0400 ext 1001 - cantorjenbv@gmail.com
HILLEL COHN - RABBI EMERITUS - rabbihcohn1@cs.com
JUDY FILSINGER - ADMINISTRATOR - (909) 307-0400 ext 1002 - templeadmin@emanuelsb.org
JILLIAN SNYDER - DIRECTOR OF EDUCATION & YOUTH JERRY RIPLEY - ORGANIST/CHOIR DIRECTOR
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Greg Weissman - President • Stuart Sweet - 1st Vice President • Joel Feinstein - 2nd Vice President
Dr. Susan Damron - Secretary • Kathy Rosenfeld - Treasurer • Stacy Knox - Financial Secretary
Members-At-Large: Steven Becker, Marv Reiter, Paul Zipperstein
Craig Beasley - Immediate Past President
DIRECTORS
Steven Becker • Harriet Briant • Jay Donenfeld • Margie Orland
Michael Reiter • Susan Shimoff • Julie Strain • Justin Swant • Scott Wilkie
Leslie Soltz - President, Sisterhood
Member of Union for Reform Judaism (URJ)
OFFICE HOURS - Monday-Thursday 9:00AM to 5:00 PM; Friday 9:00 AM-4:00 PM
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